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FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK

Worshipping plants and animals is also an inherent part of 
Ancient Indian culture. To name: Peepal trees are the focal point 
in a village where the meetings are held. 
The martyrdom of the Bishnois in Khejarli village in Rajasthan is 
symbolic of the conservation movement in India. In 1730 AD the 
then ruler of a native state had ordered the khejri (Prosopis 
cineraria) trees to be cut in order to bake lime for the 
construction of a fort. This sparked off a strong collective protest 
from the local Bishnoi community. 363 men and women, young 
and old, were axed along with the trees. The ruler of the state 
was so moved by this sacrifice that he sought pardon from the 
people and issued an order that no green trees should in future 
be cut in the Bishnoi village. This happened over two centuries 
ago. This legend is now celebrated by singers on stage and in 
the streets during the Tree Festival. (Man Mohan Singh,1990).

Living in harmony with Nature has been 
an integral part of Indian culture.
Sacred groves of India have preserved the flora and fauna of the region 
albeit with a religious context. These are found all over India, and 
abundantly along the Western Ghats, the west coast, and in several parts 
of Kerala, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra. In Kerala there are 
hundreds of small jungles dedicated to snakes (Sarpakavu, Sarpa 
meaning snake, kavu meaning jungle). 

The Chipko movement was started in 1974 in the Garhwal district 
of Himalayas by Gaura Devi and her followers to protect trees 
from being felled. 
Today, Habitat destruction has endangered the lives of a number 
of plants and animals. This destruction could be by way of 
depletion of natural resources, degradation, poaching or through 
pollution. Silent valley of Kerala might be one of the last remaining 
tropical evergreen forests. 
At Pawar Public School Kandivali we have replaced all the lights 
with LED to conserve the energy consumption. We will also be 
initiating solar power at school this year. Every small step helps in 
reducing the Carbon foot print and reducing the global warming. 
As responsible citizens of India, let's take a pledge to ensure that 
we contribute to a clean India. Let's work towards conservation of 
water and electricity. 
Dr. Pramila Kudva
Principal

In spite of the depletion of forests in many parts of India, some sacred groves still remain intact 
conserving rich biological diversity.
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INTERNATIONAL LITERACY DAY 

Literacy is a foundation to build a more sustainable future for all.
September 8 was proclaimed International Literacy Day by UNESCO on November 17, 
1965.
Its aim is to highlight the importance of literacy to individuals, communities and societies. 
On International Literacy Day each year, celebrations take place around the world. This 
year marks the 50th anniversary of International Literacy Day and UNESCO is celebrating it 
under the banner “Reading the Past, Writing the Future”. Students of PPSK participated in 
this venture by reading stories to Preprimary children



MARATHI DIVAS

The birthday of noted Marathi writer, Shri. Shirvadkar, also known as Kusumagraj, is 
celebrated as Marathi Divas. The students performed a skit, recited "Manache 
Shlok" to  celebrate this day. 
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WORLD POST DAY

WORLD POST DAY – PRIMARY SECTION
World Post Day is commemorated every year on October 9. The date marks the anniversary 
of the founding of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) in 1874, in the Swiss capital Berne. World 
Post Day was introduced 1969 at the UPU Congress in Tokyo, Japan to celebrate the 
importance of the postal service. 
The World Post Day was celebrated on October 7, 2016  at Pawar Public School Kandivali.



WORLD POST DAY

9 October is celebrated as The World Post day. On this occasion we introduced the Preschool 
Children to our neighborhood Postman. We visited the post office to see them work. Students 
got an opportunity to stamp the envelopes and post them in the box. As a gesture of gratitude 
our students made thank you cards and distributed them to the post personals. Students from 
Sr. K.G. sung the song ,”Dakiya dak laya”. We also received an invite to visit them again where 
the teachers attended the Post forum and shared our views, while they shared how they were 
trying to upgrade their Postal service to serve the community better.



BOOK EXHIBITION



BUTTERFLY GARDEN

To add to the green initiative, the school has recently created a beautiful butterfly garden in 
the campus. It has various plants which attracts different species of butterfly which is treat to 
eyes and learning experience for students.



EUMIND is a 20 member student team which has been working on projects like saving electricity at home and 
school, waste management and art from waste. They have been promoting  the cause to save the environment 
by publishing their research on the web and conducting seminars for smaller children. They also share their 
views and ideas about going green with schools in Europe via video conferences. This is their one small big 
step towards being a global citizen and making this world a happier and greener place to live.

EUMIND
Europe meets India



EVACUATION DRILL

Evacuation drill is conducted once every term at PPSK. This process  helps the children to 
evacuate the premises in case of an eventuality within a short span of time. Tata Power video 
shot our entire evacuation process and was impressed by the focus given to every minute 
detail during this process.



FAIRY GARDEN

Little children love fairies so we took an opportunity to create a firsthand experience.  The 
students of Grade Two and preschool children contributed to this collaborative effort of 
creating an enchanting fairy garden. Discussions on, 'Who is a fairy? How do they look? 
What do they do? How are they born and where and how do they live?' these were the  
questions on which the students expressed their imaginative thoughts and documented 
them on paper through lovely colourful illustrations.
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FUN FIESTA

This year for the first time, PTA had arranged event in our school 'Fun Fiesta' for our students, 
parents, teachers and well- wishers from the neighbourhood.  The event was full of Music, 
Dance, talent show & Karaoke for Children, Games, Rides, mouth-watering Food, Shopping 
and Product Display Stalls.  Every student went back with prizes and gift vouchers. About 6200 
people visited this event. The talent show was the most popular part of the event. 
Overwhelming participation of students compelled school to hold performances later in the 
auditorium. 
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GRADUATION

Graduation day marks the culmination of the pre-primary journey in the lives of our students. 
Our first standard students escort the young ones and put up a grand show to welcome them to 
the primary section.



EDUCATION TODAY AWARD

Pawar Public School- Kandivali  is Ranked No.1 in 
India under the Top ICSE schools for 'Innovative 
Teaching' in a survey conducted by 

The India`s School Merit Awards, 2016 was held on 
December 10, 2016 at The Chancery Pavilion, 
Bangalore to felicitate all the India`s Top School 
winners.

EducationToday.co.



GRANDPARENTS' DAY PRESCHOOL

Building memories for our students with their Grandparents is essential as they are the pillars of 
our family. On this day our students got to share their school life, create a collaborative activity 
and perform for their grandparents.



GRANDPARENTS' DAY PRESCHOOL

Grade 1 students entertained them with an act they had performed for Gokulashtami 
celebrations. Our budding stars came dressed in colourful attires as gopis, gwalas & Lord 
Krishna and showcased various Krishna leelas to the audience. Later, Grade 1 & 2 students 
accompanied their grandparents to their respective classrooms and had fun with clay 
modeling.



HAT DAY

 The preschool section teachers facilitated a hat creating session for the students. It was an opportunity to 
create head gear with a fantastic chance at pretend play. The Nursery choose to create party hats, the Jr. K.G 
created Chinese hats and the Sr. K.G created the safari hats.



HAMARA STATION HAMARI SHAAN

Local NGO members – Mr. Viral Modi & Mr. Roumik Shah had approached school in context of 
Swatchh Bharat Mission-  Hamara Station – Hamari Shaan Our students painted walls of 
Kandivali railway station. This was supervised by the art teachers.



HAMARA STATION HAMARI SHAAN



MISSION MILLION BOOKS

Ratna Nidhi Charitable Trust had invited PPSK to the first exhibition of the Mission Million 
Books project.
Ratna Nidhi Charitable Trust as a partner with Alibaba Group in association with crossword has 
launched Mission Million books project, which seeks to donate 1 million educational books to 
10,000 schools and colleges in India by 2021.
The exhibition was inaugurated on 29th September at the hands of Shri Vinod Tawde, 
Education Minister of state, Govt of Maharashtra. Mr. Guru Gowrappan, Global MD, Alibaba 
Group & Mr. Zheng Xiyuan, consul General People's Republic of China were the also present 
on this occasion.
1.5 lakhs books were distributed free of cost to all schools visiting the exhibition.



NO SCHOOL BAG DAY

To have an activity filled day for our students on Dr. A.P. J. Kalam's birth anniversary, Vachan Prerna Divas' 
was observed as 'No School Bag Day' on 15th October, 2015 as a mark of respect and to pay homage to our 
former President Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam. This day is observed so that children understand the importance of 
reading and students are encouraged to develop it as a hobby. Students were engaged in reading, and 
reading related activities the whole day. This included DEAR( Drop Everything and Read) for all the 
students.Tinkle hosted a workshop on,' How to make your own comic' for students of grade 4 and 5 . They also 
made a word map.Students from Grade 3 read stories from Oxford Reading Circle. They took up a cooking 
activity wherein they learnt to make a healthy nutritious snack- chana chat.They also learnt new vocabulary 
related to' food'. Grade 2 students visited Billabong School (Malad) to experience  the event – 'A Tale to Tell'. 
Various stories were displayed and narrated in a creative way which took the children to the world of fairy 
tales.Grade 1 students read books followed by free play in the garden/ pencil area.



PROJECT WORK

Project based learning is an approach of helping children to discover and develop critical 
thinking and problem solving skills through collaboration. These pictures show the joy of learning



RAIN DANCE ACTIVITY

There is a saying `No child ever misses a puddle’. We provided an opportunity for our pre-
primary to enjoy the rain dance and also learn the relevant vocabulary.



Re-cycling Drive

'Bisleri Pet Bottle Collection and Recycling Drive'

Mr. Mohan Pillai, Senior Manager, Corporate for Social Responsibility, Bisleri addressed the 
students and conveyed to them that the main objective of this programme is to create 
awareness about segregation of waste, anti-litter and collection of plastic bottles for recycling 
towards a cleaner environment.

A film on  – “Journey of the PET bottles from waste to useful items was shown.”

Overall collection of bottles by the school was 532 
Kgs (approx. 28,000 thousand bottles) The highest 
contributing class from each section was given a 
trophy. 3 students from each section were given 
certificates. A certificate of appreciation was given to 
Mrs. India Varma as teacher co-ordinator.
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REPUBLIC DAY

This Republic day programme was compeered by the Head boy and Head girl of the primary 
and grade 3 presented a delightful skit on the diverse culture of India. The highlight of the skit 
was the finale which made our hearts swell with patriotism and pride in being an Indian.



REPUBLIC DAY



TEDDY BEAR PICNIC

To make the Children's Day special for our children we had a Teddy Bear's Picnic on 15th 
November 2016. On this day Morning and Afternoon Shift of Elementary Section children came 
together along with their teddy bears and stuffed toys. They all carried their picnic goodies for an 
outdoor picnic experience. We are sure that some fresh air and sun benefited our children with a 

Ms. Amoli Shah

new enriching experience. They got an opportunity to socialize and communicate with their peers. 



The Great Tumbo Circus

The Great Tumbo Circus put up by the pre-primary children is perhaps the only circus that 
showed empathy and care to the animals. The children also showcased their talents in music, 
dance and acrobatics through this annual day.
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TRIBUTE TO OUR JAWANS...

'Azadi  70- Yaad Karo Kurbani' – was celebrated at PPSK with great enthusiasm. Students 
from grades III  to VIII made greeting cards for our brave  jawans as a mark of appreciation 
and respect. These cards were sent to Central Ordinance Depot, Kandivali (East). 



WORLD OCTOPUS DAY

Students from the preschool learnt some amazing facts related to the octopus by watching 
some clippings. The day was celebrated by using art and craft activities to create our eight 
legged friend. A wonderful display was put up for the parents to see and share



WORLD SOIL DAY

We need Soil for basic survival, It helps us to grow food. To introduce the concept of the world soil day we allowed 
our children to play on our ground. Soon we saw their creativity as they made small pits, houses, tunnels, mountains 
and used stones, mud, dried leaves to enhance their creation. They loved drawing outlines of different pictures with 
fingers and small twigs.
Ms. Rucha Mankeshwar



ALCOFREEZE

The “Alcofreeze”
2016 International Torrance Legacy Creativity Intervention Award

Theme: Who Would've Thought

From the advent of the human species, we have always been the curious kind. Our physical attributes 
did indeed change to adapt but we were never the ones to submit everything in the hands of fate, 
instead we invented things to help us as times changed. From the discovery of fire to the invention of 3D 
printers, we have always found a way to overcome our problems using our mental prowess.To overcome 
one such problem, i.e.drink and drive casualties,  I've come up with the idea of 'Alcofreeze'.
Drunk driving is a serious problem that continues to take thousands of lives each year. A death from 
drunk driving does not only affect the victim but it affects everyone around them. One night, one drink, 
one mistake is all it takes for drunk driving to take its toll. 
I've come up with a device that uses the basic principles of a breathalyzer for estimating blood alcohol 
content (BAC) from a breath sample and a GSM Shield. The device is like the Ignition Interlock Devices 
(IID) the only difference being that the device will send a message to a previously decided list of 
numbers and a taxi service helpline while simultaneously recording a message in the '100' helpline using 
the GSM Shield also the mechanism will be a thousand times simpler as I've used Arduino UNO. The 
sensor used would be MQ-3 Alcohol Sensor connected to the analog pins of the Arduino UNO. The 
model that I've made is just a mock representation of what I thought could be the device. The red LED 
blinks when the sensor senses alcohol, and the green LED blinks when it's neutral and the switching off 
of the yellow LED signifies the breaking off of the circuit.
When the user exhales into a breathalyzer, 
any ethanol present in their breath is oxidized
to acetic acid at the anode:

CH3CH2OH(g) + H2O(l) → CH3CO2H(l) + 4H+(aq) + 4e−
At the cathode, atmospheric oxygen is reduced:
O2(g) + 4H+(aq) + 4e− → 2H2O(l)
The overall reaction is the oxidation of ethanol to acetic
acid and water.
CH3CH2OH(l) + O2(g) → CH3COOH(l) + H2O(l)

The electric current produced by this reaction is measured by a microprocessor, and displayed as an 
approximation of overall blood alcohol content (BAC) by the Alcofreeze.
Public Breathalyzers are a popular method for consumers to test themselves at the source of alcohol 
consumption. They can be used in pubs, bars, restaurants, charities, weddings and all types of licensed 
events.This would prevent the consumer from committing any blunder under the influence of alcohol.
This method can be used to make a breathalyzer but it is not accurate since it is prone to various natural 
influences which might challenge the accuracy of the test. There are various other methods to which we 
could fall back to.
Thus the use of this will not only stop the untimely death of innocents but will also help the intoxicated 
drivers reach their home safely.
(Total Words = 493)

NAME: SiddhimaVaryambat
CLASS: 9th
SCHOOL: Pawar Public School
CATEGORY: Science and Engineering  
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ESSAY

Confidence Booster
'Every cloud has a silver lining'. This was an idiom which was usually not accepted by me. This 
gradually came up to be an issue of concern for me when my teacher persuaded me to participate in 
an elocution competition which was an intra-school competition.
I ended up asking an acquaintance what the chaos was about. I was told,' The elocution 
competition , was going to begin in a few minutes .Everyone was rushing to occupy their seats. I was 
with an interrogative expression in the middle of the corridor.
When I reached my class I threw my bag on the table and rushed to the auditorium where the rest 
of my friends were seated. The participants were nervous whereas the audience were excited.
I hurriedly occupied a seat for myself and suddenly my friend called me backstage with a sign of 
worry on her face. I quickly rushed backstage where I was informed on an urgent notice that one of 
the participants had fainted and I was the one with whom she was to be replaced .This was a 
situation in which I was neither prepared nor confident. I tried denying a million times but that day 
the sun was shining for the sparkling beauty of my speech itself, my teacher refused to accept my 
plea. 
The competition had begun with a welcome speech initially, during the welcome speech I was given 
time for rehearsing and learning a list of vocabulary words .Time passed as quick as an egg falling 
from a kitchen platform ,and I had been dreaming of being that egg was going to be knocked off by 
the tough speakers. As a matter of utmost surprise I was informed about being the first participant 
to go on stage .
I was eventually standing on a platform in front of the audience. The topic I was given was 'My first 
day at school'. On going backstage, I was relaxed as I hadn't spoken as bad as I had thought. The 
rest of the participants performed well too.
My teacher appreciated me for getting prepared in such less time and the clock of the competition 
stroke to twelve , it was time for the result to be announced. The third place was backed by a sixth 
standard kid, second place by an old friend of mine. Now it was time for the first place .I had the 
word 'impossible' in my mind , but no as I said 'every cloud has a silver lining'. It was me,”The first 
place winner “.
I was so emotional after the results that I ended up crying on my teacher's shoulder. It was the best 
moment experienced by me till date, on understanding the fact ,of me being the cloud with a silver 
lining, I was now on cloud nine.
 This experience taught me about the fact that nothing is usually controlled by us but by our stars. 
Abhorring speaking in front of so many people I would never try speaking on stage.
This experience taught me that for being successful a person has to take certain risks as success is 
not everyone's cup of tea. Initially this cup of tea was my first approach.

   

Suyesha Prabhu
 IX-C
Agni House



ESSAY

LINES WRITTEN DURING EXAMS 

One day during the exams I thought,
'Why not subjects can only be taught?'

Against this fact we have fought,
Why these exams really have been brought!

Chem ,Bi ,Phy have taken my life!Why?
The languages indeed make me die!

His and Geo are so hard Oh My!
Oh this math and specially the pie!

Only the devil could make the exam !!
But WHY ???

Every time I read and try to take a lead,
But we never get the only marks we need!
Exams must be eradicated indeed!indeed! 
The day when marks have been brought,
A lesson that day we have been taught!!
And when we show these to our parents,
And then the only thing we listen to is, 

”U CRAZY LAZY TOT!!!!”
This poem I have written during my exams,
So withstanding this load needs strong arms!

This poem I have written to make u understand,
But yet the exam thingy really does stand!!!

O my dear pals now do listen 
The invention of exam must have been a misdone

I don't know why the exam is meant
But this message to everybody by you must be sent

Listen O my dear reader friends 
The poem now really ends 

And take care till the exam ends

Ishaan Manoj Dave
VIII-C

Jal House



INFRA-RED RC CAR

Infra-red RC car
The project I have made is infra red RC car. It can be controlled by virtually any kind of IR remote such as the 
remote of our TV. It uses the infra red light to receive instructions. The materials which have been used by me 
are :-

ŸArduino uno
ŸBreadboard
Ÿ100rpm DC motor
ŸIR receiver
ŸL293D motor driver IC
ŸJumper wires
ŸChassis and wheels
Ÿ9V batteries
ŸBattery clips

Arduino is a microcontroller. We can consider it to be a miniature computer. It has the instructions which the 
RC car has to follow.
The remote emits Infra red light which is captured by the IR receiver. The IR receiver captures the IR light. It 
is then interpreted by arduino which has a hexadecimal coding to interpret it. There are separate set of 
instructions for the motor driver and the remote. Once the instructions have been interpreted by the Arduino 
it is sent to the motor driver.
Then the motor driver relays the instructions to the motors.
Once the motors receive the instruction they move accordingly
That is forward, backward, left and right.
IR light is a good medium for transmission as it is cheap yet effective. I have used 100rpm DC motors but we 
can also use
Motors with 150rpm. More is the rpm more the speed. Similarly we can also use TSOP1738 IR receiver. This 
RC car is fun to play and fits under the category of toys and games. We use only two motors while there are 
dummies on the front wheels. The coding of the car is pretty simple. The car uses 3 batteries of 9V. We 
cannot use more batteries as it can damage the motor driver. 

NAME: Varun Jha
STANDARD: 9
SCHOOL: Pawar Public School
CATEGORY: Toyse and Games  



OUR NATURE.....

So beautiful it is
It has grassplants and many other greens
It has landscapes and many beautiful scenes
So beautiful it is
It has grassplants and many other greens.

Many fruits and vegetables
Many chairs and tables
We destroy it without reasons
Some with axe, some with guns
So beautiful it is 
It has grass plants and many other greens

They also have feelings 
But some don't consider them as living things
They give us wood, medicines and nuts
But we humans cut them to show our guts
So beautiful it is
It has grass plants and many other greens.

Pratham Ashar – 4/A



THE UNEXPECTED SURPRISE

 'Every cloud has a silver lining'. This was an idiom which was usually not accepted by me. This gradually 
came up to be an issue of concern for me when my teacher persuaded me to participate in an elocution 
competition which was an intra-school competition.
On reaching school, as I entered inside and walked through the corridor, I found many students hampering 
my way to class. After sometime I had hardly any place to move so I ended up asking an acquaintance what 
the chaos was about. The answer I received was,' The elocution competition ,which was going to begin in a 
few minutes .Everyone was rushing to occupy their seats. I was with an interrogative expression in middle of 
the corridor thinking about myself being unaware about it.
When I reached my class I threw my bag on the table and rushed to the auditorium where the rest of my 
friends were seated. There was a scene of glory and pomp. The participants were nervous whereas the 
audience were excited.
I hurriedly occupied a seat for myself and suddenly my friend called me backstage with a sign of worry on her 
face. I quickly rushed backstage where I was informed on an urgent notice that one of the participants had 
fainted and I was the one with whom she was to be replaced .This was a situation in which I was neither 
prepared nor confident. I tried denying a million times but that day the sun was shining for the sparkling 
beauty of my speech itself, my teacher denied my denial.
The competition had begun with a welcome speech initially, during the welcome speech I was given time for 
rehearsing and learning a list of vocabulary words .Time passed as quick as an egg falling from a kitchen 
platform ,and I had been dreaming of being that egg was going to be knocked off by the tough speakers. As a 
matter of utmost surprise I was informed about being the first participant to go on stage .
I was eventually standing on a platform in front of the audience. The topic I was given was 'My first day at 
school'. On going backstage, I was relaxed as I hadn't spoken as bad as I had thought. The rest of the 
participants performed good but with excessive stammering.
My teacher appreciated me for getting prepared in such less time and the clock of the competition stroke to 
twelve ,it was time for the result to be announced. The third place was backed by a sixth standard kid, second 
place by an old friend of mine. Now it was time for the first place .I had the word 'impossible' in my mind ,but 
no as I said 'every cloud has a silver lining'. It was me, the first place winner.
I was so emotional after the results that I ended up crying on my teacher's shoulder. It was the best moment 
experienced by me till date, on understanding the fact of me being the cloud with a silver lining I was now on 
cloud nine.
The certificate awarded to me was the aim of the day accomplished by my stars. This experience taught me 
about the fact that nothing is usually controlled by us but by our stars. Abhorring speaking in front of so many 
people I would never try speaking on stage.
This experience taught me that for being successful a person has to take certain risks as success is not 
everyone's cup of tea. Initially this cup of tea was my first approach.

Suyesha  Prabhu
IX-C
Agni House



ESSAY

Confidence Booster
'Every cloud has a silver lining'. This was an idiom which was usually not accepted by me. This 
gradually came up to be an issue of concern for me when my teacher persuaded me to participate in 
an elocution competition which was an intra-school competition.
I ended up asking an acquaintance what the chaos was about. I was told,' The elocution 
competition , was going to begin in a few minutes .Everyone was rushing to occupy their seats. I was 
with an interrogative expression in the middle of the corridor.
When I reached my class I threw my bag on the table and rushed to the auditorium where the rest 
of my friends were seated. The participants were nervous whereas the audience were excited.
I hurriedly occupied a seat for myself and suddenly my friend called me backstage with a sign of 
worry on her face. I quickly rushed backstage where I was informed on an urgent notice that one of 
the participants had fainted and I was the one with whom she was to be replaced .This was a 
situation in which I was neither prepared nor confident. I tried denying a million times but that day 
the sun was shining for the sparkling beauty of my speech itself, my teacher refused to accept my 
plea. 
The competition had begun with a welcome speech initially, during the welcome speech I was given 
time for rehearsing and learning a list of vocabulary words .Time passed as quick as an egg falling 
from a kitchen platform ,and I had been dreaming of being that egg was going to be knocked off by 
the tough speakers. As a matter of utmost surprise I was informed about being the first participant 
to go on stage .
I was eventually standing on a platform in front of the audience. The topic I was given was 'My first 
day at school'. On going backstage, I was relaxed as I hadn't spoken as bad as I had thought. The 
rest of the participants performed well too.
My teacher appreciated me for getting prepared in such less time and the clock of the competition 
stroke to twelve , it was time for the result to be announced. The third place was backed by a sixth 
standard kid, second place by an old friend of mine. Now it was time for the first place .I had the 
word 'impossible' in my mind , but no as I said 'every cloud has a silver lining'. It was me,”The first 
place winner “.
I was so emotional after the results that I ended up crying on my teacher's shoulder. It was the best 
moment experienced by me till date, on understanding the fact ,of me being the cloud with a silver 
lining, I was now on cloud nine.
 This experience taught me about the fact that nothing is usually controlled by us but by our stars. 
Abhorring speaking in front of so many people I would never try speaking on stage.
This experience taught me that for being successful a person has to take certain risks as success is 
not everyone's cup of tea. Initially this cup of tea was my first approach.

   

Suyesha Prabhu
 IX-C
Agni House



ESSAY

LINES WRITTEN DURING EXAMS 

One day during the exams I thought,
'Why not subjects can only be taught?'

Against this fact we have fought,
Why these exams really have been brought!

Chem ,Bi ,Phy have taken my life!Why?
The languages indeed make me die!

His and Geo are so hard Oh My!
Oh this math and specially the pie!

Only the devil could make the exam !!
But WHY ???

Every time I read and try to take a lead,
But we never get the only marks we need!
Exams must be eradicated indeed!indeed! 
The day when marks have been brought,
A lesson that day we have been taught!!
And when we show these to our parents,
And then the only thing we listen to is, 

”U CRAZY LAZY TOT!!!!”
This poem I have written during my exams,
So withstanding this load needs strong arms!

This poem I have written to make u understand,
But yet the exam thingy really does stand!!!

O my dear pals now do listen 
The invention of exam must have been a misdone

I don't know why the exam is meant
But this message to everybody by you must be sent

Listen O my dear reader friends 
The poem now really ends 

And take care till the exam ends

Ishaan Manoj Dave
VIII-C

Jal House



INFRA-RED RC CAR

Infra-red RC car
The project I have made is infra red RC car. It can be controlled by virtually any kind of IR remote such as the 
remote of our TV. It uses the infra red light to receive instructions. The materials which have been used by me 
are :-

ŸArduino uno
ŸBreadboard
Ÿ100rpm DC motor
ŸIR receiver
ŸL293D motor driver IC
ŸJumper wires
ŸChassis and wheels
Ÿ9V batteries
ŸBattery clips

Arduino is a microcontroller. We can consider it to be a miniature computer. It has the instructions which the 
RC car has to follow.
The remote emits Infra red light which is captured by the IR receiver. The IR receiver captures the IR light. It 
is then interpreted by arduino which has a hexadecimal coding to interpret it. There are separate set of 
instructions for the motor driver and the remote. Once the instructions have been interpreted by the Arduino 
it is sent to the motor driver.
Then the motor driver relays the instructions to the motors.
Once the motors receive the instruction they move accordingly
That is forward, backward, left and right.
IR light is a good medium for transmission as it is cheap yet effective. I have used 100rpm DC motors but we 
can also use
Motors with 150rpm. More is the rpm more the speed. Similarly we can also use TSOP1738 IR receiver. This 
RC car is fun to play and fits under the category of toys and games. We use only two motors while there are 
dummies on the front wheels. The coding of the car is pretty simple. The car uses 3 batteries of 9V. We 
cannot use more batteries as it can damage the motor driver. 

NAME: Varun Jha
STANDARD: 9
SCHOOL: Pawar Public School
CATEGORY: Toyse and Games  



OUR NATURE.....

So beautiful it is
It has grassplants and many other greens
It has landscapes and many beautiful scenes
So beautiful it is
It has grassplants and many other greens.

Many fruits and vegetables
Many chairs and tables
We destroy it without reasons
Some with axe, some with guns
So beautiful it is 
It has grass plants and many other greens

They also have feelings 
But some don't consider them as living things
They give us wood, medicines and nuts
But we humans cut them to show our guts
So beautiful it is
It has grass plants and many other greens.

Pratham Ashar – 4/A



THE UNEXPECTED SURPRISE

 'Every cloud has a silver lining'. This was an idiom which was usually not accepted by me. This gradually 
came up to be an issue of concern for me when my teacher persuaded me to participate in an elocution 
competition which was an intra-school competition.
On reaching school, as I entered inside and walked through the corridor, I found many students hampering 
my way to class. After sometime I had hardly any place to move so I ended up asking an acquaintance what 
the chaos was about. The answer I received was,' The elocution competition ,which was going to begin in a 
few minutes .Everyone was rushing to occupy their seats. I was with an interrogative expression in middle of 
the corridor thinking about myself being unaware about it.
When I reached my class I threw my bag on the table and rushed to the auditorium where the rest of my 
friends were seated. There was a scene of glory and pomp. The participants were nervous whereas the 
audience were excited.
I hurriedly occupied a seat for myself and suddenly my friend called me backstage with a sign of worry on her 
face. I quickly rushed backstage where I was informed on an urgent notice that one of the participants had 
fainted and I was the one with whom she was to be replaced .This was a situation in which I was neither 
prepared nor confident. I tried denying a million times but that day the sun was shining for the sparkling 
beauty of my speech itself, my teacher denied my denial.
The competition had begun with a welcome speech initially, during the welcome speech I was given time for 
rehearsing and learning a list of vocabulary words .Time passed as quick as an egg falling from a kitchen 
platform ,and I had been dreaming of being that egg was going to be knocked off by the tough speakers. As a 
matter of utmost surprise I was informed about being the first participant to go on stage .
I was eventually standing on a platform in front of the audience. The topic I was given was 'My first day at 
school'. On going backstage, I was relaxed as I hadn't spoken as bad as I had thought. The rest of the 
participants performed good but with excessive stammering.
My teacher appreciated me for getting prepared in such less time and the clock of the competition stroke to 
twelve ,it was time for the result to be announced. The third place was backed by a sixth standard kid, second 
place by an old friend of mine. Now it was time for the first place .I had the word 'impossible' in my mind ,but 
no as I said 'every cloud has a silver lining'. It was me, the first place winner.
I was so emotional after the results that I ended up crying on my teacher's shoulder. It was the best moment 
experienced by me till date, on understanding the fact of me being the cloud with a silver lining I was now on 
cloud nine.
The certificate awarded to me was the aim of the day accomplished by my stars. This experience taught me 
about the fact that nothing is usually controlled by us but by our stars. Abhorring speaking in front of so many 
people I would never try speaking on stage.
This experience taught me that for being successful a person has to take certain risks as success is not 
everyone's cup of tea. Initially this cup of tea was my first approach.

Suyesha  Prabhu
IX-C
Agni House



BABY’S DAY OUT...

On 18th of November 2016 our Nursery tiny tots visited the Mind Space Garden at Malad. 
Students enjoyed walking on the pathways, collecting flowers, observing butterflies, dragonflies, 
other insects and birds go by. The chatter of exciting was on par with the chirping of the birds. 



BABY’S DAY OUT...



thChildren of Jr.KG went for a field Trip to Hypercity on 18  November 2016. Children were shown 
different section of the food market. Children were also taken to the Sub-Way kitchen where they were 
shown and explain how the things were stored in huge refrigerators and freezers. Children had a great 
time exploring the different isles and were attracted to toys and sweets the most. They all received 
special treatment from the staff.

BABY’S DAY OUT...



Students of Sr.KG visited Mc Donalds at Growels Mall - Kandivali (East) on 16th November 2016. 
At Mc Donalds the students were taken in small groups to the kitchen, where they showed and 
explained, how the burgers, chips and other products are prepared and stored. Students were 
served vanilla ice-cream with chocolate sauce. Children relished it after which children enjoyed 
the beetle ride.

BABY’S DAY OUT...



BABY’S DAY OUT...



GALAXY SECONDARY

The Great Indian Cultural Festival 
It was a grand showcase of art talents of our students which helped students to hone the skills 
of theatre performances and dance & music.



GALAXY SECONDARY



LEARN WITH FUN

Children from Grade 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 went on a field trip to National park, Bhavan's Nature park, 
BNHS, Bhau Daji Lad Museum &  Taraporewala aquarium respectively . It was a fun-filled day 
coupled with a lot of learning.



LEARN WITH FUN



LEARN WITH FUN



LEARN WITH FUN



LEARN WITH FUN



FIELD TRIP - SECONDARY

Kidzania  - GRADE 6 and 7



FIELD TRIP - SECONDARY

BOLLYWOOD DREAM TOUR - GRADE 8 



FIELD TRIP - SECONDARY

The words “Indian Armed Forces” ignites a spark in every Indian's mind. Should we not know a bit about 
our own defence capabilities and its readiness? 
To enrich people in this matter, Maharashtra Seva Sangh, Mulund had arranged a grand exhibition on 
“Indian's Naval Prowess”. It was an attempt to showcasing India's glorious past and the future challenges 
on the naval front. 
Exhibits included warships models, display panels, detailed information of Indian Navy - its history, its 
present and futuristic ingenious project of naval warships and Indian technological advancement. Naval 
cadets and officers shared this information with student groups. A film show was very informative as well. 
Incumbent of officers in Indian Navy and details to inspire youth to get into NDA / UPSC was also shared 
through stalls. Our grade 9 students have come inspired and excited through this educative field trip.



Educational study camp to Saputara was attended by 120 students escorted by 6 teachers. 
The itinerary of the camp included visit to honey centre, tribal museum, dangi tribe folk dance, 
cable car ride, sunrise and sunset points, visit to table land, chacha museum and winery.

FIELD TRIP - SECONDARY



FIELD TRIP - SECONDARY



JALGOAN VISIT

All the principals of the Pawar Public group of schools went on an educational visit to Jalgaon. 
They vsited the Anubhuti school and the Gandhi Tirth Museum.  The museum showcased the 
life of Gandhiji  with excellent audio-visuals. This trip was planned around October 2nd .



JALGOAN VISIT



TEACHERS' DAY CELEBRATION

Our school celebrated its 6th Teachers' Day on 3th September 2016, thus paying tribute to Dr. 
Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, a great teacher, a staunch believer of education, well known 
diplomat, former president of India on his birthday. 
The teachers were welcomed by PTA members by greeting them at the entrance and giving 
them welcome gifts. As teachers settled down, a variety of programme by Grade 10 students 
enthralled them. There were also spot prizes like “teacher with lovely smile”, teacher with 
longest hair”, etc which students gave away. 
After students, it was time for school to present the most awaited and coveted Late Dr. Kumud 
Bansal Awards for “Best Teacher” in each section and “Best Admin Personnel Award”. 
Following teachers won the awards – Mrs. Jyoti Saxena (Secondary Section), Mrs. Jatan 
Bhansali (Primary Section), Mrs. Mallika Nadar (Pre-primary section) & Mr. Shripati Sable 
(Admin). Teachers then enjoyed a sumptuous lunch with variety of cuisine. 
Next visual treat was in the form of movie “Akira” which was arranged for teachers at Miraj 
Cinema - Kandivali East. Teachers enjoyed this lovely movie along with delicious popcorn 
which was complimentaryThe PTA along with the school, presented the teachers with lovely 
gifts. Teachers' Day thus came to end and we are sure each teacher carried a fond memory of 
this wonderful day.

Kalpa Dani, Assistant Admin Officer.



TEACHERS' DAY CELEBRATION



TEACHERS' DAY CELEBRATION



GALA TIME.....

Picnic helps our house Keeping staff to unwind and re-charge their batteries!



MEDICAL CHECKUP

“YOUR HAPPINESS IS A REFLECTION OF YOUR HEALTH”

Keeping this motto in perspective, PPSK has been arranging medical health camps for 
students and staff. This year, our social initiative was taken ahead by organizing a free `Mini 
Healthcheck' in association with Healthspring during Fun Fiesta event for school parents and 
the community around the school.



MEDICAL CHECKUP



MEDICAL CHECKUP



ADHYAYAN WORKSHOP 

PPSK hosted a workshop conducted by the Adhyayan team. The delegates were 
impressed by the Science day displays of our students. 



AMAR CHITRA KATHA WORKSHOP

Amar Chitra katha Pvt. Ltd. conducted a session for teachers of PPSK. The quiz on Amar Chitra Katha 
was aced by the teachers. The workshop on parallel thinking and script writing was thoroughly enjoyed 
by all the teachers.



BRITISH COUNCIL WORKSHOPS

“Creativity is seeing what everyone else has seen 
but thinking what no one else has thought” 

Einstein
Hundreds of years ago our ancestors survived the hardships of nature by inventing, 
thinking differently and adapting. Each of us is equipped with a creative side. In order to 
hone the skills of creativity and instil the spirit of enquiry into the students, our teachers 
were deputed to a workshop organised by the British Council of India. 
The training programme aimed to build the capacity of teachers to integrate a range of 
core skills into the curriculum and there by improve the learning outcomes for young 
people and enable them to become more globally aware and competitive.
The teachers returned enriched and shared the finer points of the workshop with the 
other members of the staff. 



PHONETIC WORKSHOP

A workshop conducted  by Ms  Rachna for teachers of pre primary  and  primary 
on phonetics.



INTERACTION DAY



POSITIVE PARENTING

Positive Parenting was a workshop arranged for the parents of grade 8, 9 and 10 students by 
Drishti. It was an collaborative initiative by the school and PTA.



THE FACILITATOR WORKSHOP

“A lifelong learner” has been my goal throughout my journey in education field. I was provided 
with an opportunity by my school to attend facilitation workshop, organized by Adhyayan for 
five days in 2016.  I was pleased to disseminate my learning as a facilitator to my team of 
teachers at PPSK through a workshop. This reflects our school culture where we believe that 
sharing knowledge is growing and bringing new practices of teaching learning process would 
in turn enhance and strengthen our aspirations for our students' learning. A two day workshop 
for educators was arranged by Adhyayan on 24th and 25th February 2017 to develop basic 
facilitation skills and knowledge and I was provided an opportunity yet again to be a co-
facilitator for that workshop. The workshop aimed at developing facilitation skills and important 
attributes of a facilitator. It was an enjoyable experience of conducting workshop for outsiders- 
teachers, administrators and subject heads and has given me a lot of insight into further 
sharpening skills of a facilitator and this lifelong journey of being a learner will always continue.
Revati Wali.



SEN ENABLER CONTACT PROGRAMME

PPSK hosted the workshop. Teachers from all our branches including Pune schools attended 
this two day workshop organised by Drishti.

During this interactive session, The strategies and the process to help children techniques to 
identify students with Learning disabilities and use of different remedial strategies were taught. 
Teachers enjoyed the workshop.



TEACHER AS A LEARNER



SEMINAR ON INCLUSION

Principal was invited as a resource person in the Innovations for Inclusion on 18th February 2017 held at 
ADAPT organisation by Drishti. The talk on Inclusion, a Principal's perspective was well received. 5th Annual 
Drishti Symposium on Technology



GALE

'Winning isn't everything but wanting to win is'. Vince Lombardi

Sports day helps the students to bring out their talents to the fore among the primary 
and secondary students, a day which is the culmination of the year long effort of an 
athlete. 



GALE



GALE



GALE



FESTIVALS

Diwali Celebration 

Festival of light that enlightens the hearts and brings joy to every heart; Diwali was celebrated 
in Pawar Public School Kandivali. Grade wise activity was conducted in the school with lot of 
enthusiasm. Following are the activities which were conducted grade wise : 
Grade:
1 - Lantern making
2 - Rangoli Decoration 

 3 - Rangoli table mat 
  -4  Diya Decoration 
 - 5  Pop-up greeting card 

Students enjoyed their party with great zeal in the auditorium, they danced to their favorite 
songs and enjoyed with their friends.  



FESTIVALS

DUSSERA CELEBRATIONS 
India is a land of fairs and festivals. These festivals are not just about celebrations but have a 
deep significance.  We, at Pawar Public School Kandivali, love to celebrate festivals and our 
students love them the most. Grade 3 students cherished these moments during the 
celebration of Dussera festival. Grade 3 conducted the special assembly on the importance of 
Dussera.
They presented the importance of Dussera ( Lord Rama returning to Ayodhya after rescuing 
Sita from Ravana and how Ma Durga killed Mahishasur and rescued the devatas.).Through 
the skit the children of Grade 3 spread awareness about the present day Ravana (Vices) in 
each and every one of us and that Dussera is a festival which indicates the triumph of good 
over evil.



FESTIVALS

Saraswati puja was conducted by the staff members in the Library. All department 
heads performed puja for their respective departments.



FESTIVALS

NAVRATRI CELEBRATIONS 



FESTIVALS

India is a country of diverse cultures and many religions. To imbue the spirit of secularism in 
all the students various festivals are celebrated at school.  The Snow man and Santa Claus 
adorned the lobby near the Christmas tree.  Children enjoyed the Christmas spirit.

CHRISTMAS PARTY



FESTIVALS

A day before the party, the students of grade III-C enacted the life of Jesus Christ, as a part 
of their Special Assembly. On the party day, the students came to school in civil clothes.  
They made festoons and greeting cards and also danced till they were tired.



RENAISSANCE



RENAISSANCE



RENAISSANCE



RENAISSANCE



RENAISSANCE



CONSTITUTION DAY

A quiz was organized on this day for the students of  grade 6, 7,8 and 9 who represented their 
respective houses .The quiz was based on the history of Indian Constitution, the Pioneers of the 
constitution and important features of Indian Constitution. There was a tie between three school 
house teams i.e Prithvi, Agni and Akash.

Questions were put forward to them as a tie breaker. As the question was not answered 
by the three teams, the question was passed to the audience and Jal house scored 5 marks.
In this way the quiz continued and Prithvi house won the quiz.

Inorder to disseminate more information about our Indian Constitution, and spread 
awareness about the importance and the rights and duties of every citizen, a Power Point 
presentation  was  shown to the students.

This was a refreshing and innovative method of imparting knowledge of the basic tenets 
of Constitution to the students.

Ms. Pramila Manjunath.



CONSTITUTION DAY



HINDI DIVAS AND DEBATES

On 14th Sept. 1949 Hindi was adopted as the National Language of the Union of India . Later in 
1950, the Constitution declared Hindi in the Devanagari script as the official language of India. 
So Hindi Diwas is celebrated on September 14 every year. At PPSK this day is celebrated to 
mark the importance of the National language. A special assembly marked the occasion with a 
speech highlighting the birth of Hindi followed by recitation of  Kabir's Dohey and muhawarey 
by students of various classes. A skit was performed by the students They also spoke on the 
importance of the language in the contemporary society and promised to speak in pure Hindi.



HINDI DIVAS AND DEBATES
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